Why Use Natural Soap?
Many people don’t realize that most of the bars and
body washes in stores aren’t actually soap— they’re
detergents. While detergents are a water softener
that strip everything away, even the good stuff, soaps
have a more exact purpose:
removing just the dirt.
Natural soaps are super effective at cleaning your
skin without adding extra chemicals or
preservatives for your body to break down.
We at Donum a Terra specialize in plant based
soaps. For thousands of years, people have used
plants for food and good health. We also like them
because they’re gentle on the skin and work for all
skin types.
They truly are gifts from the earth.

About Us
We are a small, web-based company from
Jacksonville, Florida, founded early 2013. As a
dynamic family of soap sellers, we work hard to
provide people with quality artisan soaps. Our vision
is to create products that bring you back to basic
ingredients given to us from the Earth.
We at Donum a Terra want to offer people
an easy, creative, and more efficient alternative
to chemical-laden, store bought detergents
with our plant-based soaps. We wish to be that
beginning for anyone who’s tired of harmful,
synthetic chemicals that fail to clean efficiently and wants
to simplify their lives with a natural approach. Each soap
has top quality ingredients, both grown in house and
purchased from highly reputable sources.
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Our Main Ingredients are
Quality & Consciousness
We believe in the power of plants and their
natural abilities, and it’s reflected in our soaps.
All of our soaps are
plant based.
The herbs we use are
either organically
grown in our own
gardens or purchased
certified
organic or wild
harvested.
Our oils and butters are
also organic and raw,
with little to no
processing.
We make our own organic nut milks and
nut butters. Even the lye we use is food grade,
and is commonly used in the process of
making pretzels, olives, and chocolate.

Color, Scent & Design —
Every Bar Has
Its Own Personality
All of our soaps are made from original recipes, with
careful planning and countless hours of research to
bring you the best bars.
We only use essential oils, or extracts from plants, for
fragrance. No synthetic scents here!
We make our own scent blends too. It’s important to
us to offer a great variety of blends in order to find the
right combination for you.
Also keeping with our plant based theme, our
colorants are also plant extracts.
Every batch we make is luxurious without losing that
handmade feeling. We offer a variety of soaps
intended for
everyone
and every
occasion.

Handmade Soap Care
Tips and Tricks for Making the Most of Your Natural Soap
Allow bar to dry out
in between each use
•
Store in a place that
will let water drain
away from the bar
• Instead of taking the entire bar
into the bath or shower, cut the bar
in half or into thirds
• Our soaps are intended for
hands, face and body,
so use them anywhere:
in the bath and kitchen

Do’s

•

Don’t let the bar
sit in water after use or
it will deteriorate faster
• Though our soaps are meant
for all skin types, don’t
continue to use the bar if you
experience irritation
• Since this is real soap, be extra
careful to not get soap into eyes, as it
will cause stinging and irritation; rinse
thoroughly with water if this occurs

Don’ts

•

Ordering &
Shipping Info
Ordering from us is simple and easy. All orders are
processed online, through our online store or, if
additional help is
required, through
e-mail. We are happy to
help pick the right soap
for you!
Our soaps are
wrapped and shipped
in breathable,
non-toxic packaging.
We process orders
daily, using
USPS Priority Mail.
If you need an order sooner, please
e-mail us or fill out the contact form on our site
before placing the order so we can charge
the appropriate shipping amount.

For Hair
We do offer a bar for hair! Current users of shampoo
and other hair products might experience a period of
“shampoo detox” when switching over to our hair soap.
This is because your scalp is getting rid of the residue
non-natural hair care products and the
environment leave behind. Rest assured, our soap is
hard at work getting your hair and scalp clean.
Hair soap is purposely made softer for hair, so we
recommend cutting your bar into smaller pieces to
prolong its use. Apply the bar in sections on head by
rubbing it on your scalp. After that, use the tips of your
fingers and massage soap throughout your scalp and
hair. Don’t use finger nails to scratch scalp.

